
TAKE-OUT EXPERIENCE  EVALUATION SHEET    STUDENT___________________________________________________________________

    METHOD (evaluation of student as problem solver)

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  student demonstrated the value of process and methodology by considering multiple perspectives and 
    creating multiple solutions, through the development of an idea across time with lateral thinking;
    through prototypes: timeliness, quality and scope that enhancing the understanding of issues embedded 
    within the project.

    PARTICIPATION (evaluation of student as a professional)

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  student demonstrated professionalism by using class time effectively, managing time outside of class, preparing 
    for each class period, participation in discussions & critiques and meeting deadlines.

    TECHNOLOGY/CRAFT (evaluation of student as craftman and maker)

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  Reproduction: neatness, precision, technical proficiency: student applied hardware/software tools with control
     and used appropriate of materials.

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  Presentation:(spell check, “type rules”: widows, H & Js etc) student applied hardware/software tools with control

    DELIVERABLES (evaluation of the designed objects, not the student)

    Packaging Concept
5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  design principles: the clarity and power by strong visual organization/unity

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  Concept resolved the problems stated in the audit while demonstrating an understanding of the 
    issues of sustainability and reducing impact

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  Student appropriately leveraged the client’s brand and added value (function & aesthetic) to the experience

    Printer Specifications and Press Sheet
5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  Student provided appropriate and complete specifications for their solution

    Final Presentation (Pecha Kucha Style)
5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  Student’s ability to communicate the concept and solution via oral presentation and synthesize 
    the research findings and ideas into clear and articulate rationale for their design choices and direction

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  design principles: the clarity and power by strong visual organization/unity so that the final solution 
    was communicated clearly and effectively 

_________  /100   GRADE:
    

unacceptable

below average

average:

meets expectatio
ns

above average:

excellent:



PROCESS (evaluation of student as design thinker and professional habits)

Excellent 
All instructions followed correctly. Student demonstrates a significant engagement in the project and the 
strongest application of the design process to correctly complete this assignment. No problems found in process.

Student demonstrates leadership in eliciting other students to participate in project goals during majority of class period. 
Student demonstrates a strong interest and excitement by freely participating in group activities during entire class period.

Above Average 
Student demonstrates limited leadership skills during a portion of the class period. 
Student demonstrates helpfulness toward other students while participating in project goals during entire class period. 
Student demonstrates interest and excitement by freely participating in class activities during entire class period.

Almost all of instructions followed correctly. Student demonstrates a strong engagement in the project and a strong application 
of the design process to correctly complete this assignment. A few minor problems found.

Average 
Most of the instructions followed correctly. Student demonstrates an average engagement in the project and an average 
application of the design process to correctly complete this assignment. Multiple minor problems found or a major problem was found.

Student demonstrates helpfulness toward other students while participating in project goals during most of the class period. 
Student demonstrates interest and excitement by freely participating in class activities during most of the class period.

Below Average 
Some of the instructions correctly followed. Student demonstrates a weak engagement in the project and a poor application 
of the design process to correctly complete this assignment. Multiple Major Problems found.

Student only participated in class activities when called upon to do so by instructor or other students. 
Student demonstrates weak interest and little excitement during group activities.

Unacceptable 
Student did not follow instructions. Student does not demonstrate engagement in the project and does not apply the design process 
to correctly complete this assignment. Student demonstrates a significant misunderstanding of how to correctly complete this assignment.

Student did not actively participate. Student demonstrated behavior that was passive during most or all of the class period.

CRAFTSMANSHIP (evaluation of student as design maker)

Excellent 
All instructions followed correctly. Highest degree of attention to detail and strongest demonstration of control over craftmanship. 
No problems found in work submitted.

Above Average 
High degree of attention to detail and strong demonstration of control over craftmanship. A few minor problems found.

Average 
Moderate degree of attention to detail and average demonstration of control over craftmanship. 
Multiple minor problems found or a major problem was found.

Below Average 
Low degree of attention to detail and weak demonstration of control over craftmanship. Multiple major problems found.

Unacceptable 
Lowest degree of attention to detail and little demonstration of control over craftmanship. 
Student demonstrates a significant misunderstanding of software/hardware necessary to complete assignment.

PROJECT (evaluation of just the object and/or experience designed, not the designer)

Excellent 
Highest degree of attention to detail and strongest demonstration of control over problem content. No problems found in work submitted.

Above Average 
High degree of attention to detail and strong demonstration of control over problem content. A few minor problems found.

Average 
Moderate degree of attention to detail and average demonstration of control over problem content. 
Multiple minor problems found or a major problem was found.

Below Average 
Low degree of attention to detail and weak demonstration of control over problem content. Multiple major problems found.

Unacceptable 
Lowest degree of attention to detail and little demonstration of control over visual relationships. 
Student demonstrates a significant misunderstanding of problem content necessary to complete assignment.
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Experience Audit Feedback Sheet

___________________________________________________________________________________________
PR E S E NTE R NAM E

Talk as a group about your takeout experience. Use your pdf presentation as a starting point to 
illustrate the following: Where did you go? What did it look like? What did you order?
How was the food packaged? How did you hold it? 

Generally talk to the group about what worked and didn’t work. As a group just ask simple questions 
(above and below) and talk about your own personal experience with that restaurant if applicable.

User Experience
What was it like to use the packaging? Transporting? Secure? Lame? Functionally did it work? was 
it “nice” or just “is what it is”? Go through the pro’s and con’s of it’s functionality.  

Examples: Pro’s: Light, easy to hold etc. Con’s: easy to spill, doesn’t shut well etc.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Second, What was the non-functional experience like...what does the packaging communicate about 
the restaurant or the customer. Does the aesthetics match the perceptions of the restautant? 

Does it feel too cheap? or too generic for such a authentic place? or does it need to be simple to 
match what customers expect from this restaurant? If the packaging was a person, how would you 
explain them to your friends? sweet, handsome, funny, smart etc. What should the personality of 
the packaging be?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________



Environment
Based on the reading, Green Graphic Design, designers should approach all projects by first 
thinking about our projects’ “destiny”. How will it end? The author tells us to “design backwards” 
by figuring out a design’s terminating fate, such as litter, landfill, recycling plant, or compost heap, 
and then move backwards in the process. Considering the journey of a design step-by-step in 
reverse enables designers to plan for the “greenest case scenario,” and “creatively avoid most of 
the roadblocks that might prevent green solutions from continuing downstream.”

Start with Waste: 
What happens to your packaging? How could you change that? Does it even need to exist?
(Think Jack Johnson: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle)

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

You talked about User Experience, now think about adding value? Could the packaging serve 
another function that makes sense or is appropriate for this restuarant?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

What about Printing and Materials? Could it be made with less? w/o glue or fasteners? with materi-
als that are easier to recycle or are made of higher amounts of post-consumer waste (more recycled)

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

How will the packaging get to the restaurant? Can it shipped flat and built at the restaurant to save 
space and save fuel? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________



VISC 304   APP DESIGN EVALUATION SHEET    STUDENT______________________________________________

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  PROCESS (evaluation of student as design thinker and professional habits)

    Design Thinking:
    student demonstrated the value of process and methodology by creating multiple solutions, 
    through the development of an idea across time with lateral thinking and considering multiple perspectives.

    Design Making: 
    student demonstrated the value of process and methodology through prototypes: timeliness, quality and scope 
    that enhancing the understanding of issues embedded within the project.

    Professionalism: 
    student demonstrated professionalism by using class time effectively, managing time outside of class, meeting 
     deadlines, preparing for each class period, participation in discussions & critiques and communicating 
    effectively through written presentation and communicated their process, goals and ideas clearly and concisely.

 
5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  CRAFTSMANSHIP (evaluation of student as design maker)
   
    Reproduction: 
    neatness, precision, technical proficiency: student applied hardware/software tools with control

    Appropriatenss: 
    the goodness of fit of form (elements, materials, formats and channels: to content(concept) and contexts 
    (audience & enviroment).

    Design Principles: 
    the clarity and power by strong visual organization/unity and gestalt

    Typographic Sensitivity: 
    the control of variables specifically: typeface, weight, spacing, proportion, size and type/image synthesis 
    in achieving legible and expressive verbal/visual meaning.

    Image Sensitivity: 
    the control of variables specifically: cropping, connotation, denotation, juxtaposition and fusion in achieving legible 
    and expressive visual meaning.

    Motion and Audio Sensitivity: 
    the control of temporal variables: pacing, sequence, choreography, 
    synchronization in achieving legible/expressive visual and verbal meaning.

   

    COMMUNICATION (evaluation of just the object designed, not the designer)

    

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10   Scenario/Movie

    the clarity of the communication: control of variables in achieving legible + expressive visual meaning
    -clear story of how the app works

    App Design

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  demonstrated the ability overall to control multiple dimensions of meaning/interaction and facilitate the use of app.
    -orientation: user knows where they are in experience
    -navigation: user know where and what to do next
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VISC 304  POSTER PROJECT  EVALUATION SHEET    STUDENT______________________________________________

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  PROCESS (evaluation of student as design thinker and professional habits)

    Design Thinking:
    student demonstrated the value of process and methodology by creating multiple solutions, 
    through the development of an idea across time with lateral thinking and considering multiple perspectives.

    Design Making: 
    student demonstrated the value of process and methodology through prototypes: timeliness, quality and scope 
    that enhancing the understanding of issues embedded within the project.

    Professionalism: 
    student demonstrated professionalism by using class time effectively, managing time outside of class, meeting 
     deadlines, preparing for each class period, participation in discussions & critiques and communicating 
    effectively through written presentation and communicated their process, goals and ideas clearly and concisely.

 
5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  CRAFTSMANSHIP (evaluation of student as design maker)
   
    Reproduction: 
    neatness, precision, technical proficiency: student applied hardware/software tools with control

    Typographic Sensitivity: 
    the control of variables specifically: typeface, weight, spacing, proportion, size and type/image synthesis 
    in achieving legible and expressive verbal/visual meaning.

    Image Sensitivity: 
    the control of variables specifically: cropping, connotation, denotation, juxtaposition and fusion in achieving legible 
    and expressive visual meaning.

    COMMUNICATION (evaluation of just the object designed, not the designer)

    

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10   Concept
    the clarity of the communication: control of variables in achieving legible + expressive visual meaning

5.0             6.5         7.5          8.5         10  Form
    the clarity and power by strong visual organization/unity and gestalt

    Appropriateness: 
    the goodness of fit of form (elements, materials, formats and channels: to content(concept) and contexts 
    (audience & enviroment).

Total _________  /80 (40 x 2)    
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